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HOLDING А FLOOR OURING А МEETING 

This study focuses on "floor" and "turn-taking" in а Japanese students meeting. 
А number of studies have investigated floor and tum tak:ing bebavior in Engtish 
interaction; however, speaker change mechanism in the Japanese language 
conversation has not really been sufficiently explored. The data are collected in the 
Meisei summer school project 2014 (henceforth, МSSP) wruch is one of the 
intemational projects sponsored Ьу Meisei University. During this project, 
participants held meetings many times. 1 employed three concepts as frameworks for 
my research .. First framework is а concept of tum-taking Ьу Jun (2008). Edelsky's 
Ьotion of floor is employed as the second concept for the present research in addition 
to the concept oftransition-relevance placc Ьу Sacks et al. (1974). 

Video recording was used to elucidate the socially constructed mechanism of 
speaker change in Japanese language interaction, as in this research it is criticat to use 
naturally occurring data. Conversational Analysis · (henceforth, СА) is the most 
suitaЫe approach to show the data for the research as it uses the natural occurring 
data. 

The research found out one existing type and two different types of floor: 
(1) Single person floor (Нayasru, 1991) 
(2) Transitional floor 
(3) No floor 

These three functions indicated that the "floor" and "tum-tak:ing" s' mechanism 
is determined Ьу the meeting purpose and the participants' abllities. 

1 coined the expression 'Transitional floor ' to refer to the second type. This f\oor 
style is simiJar to 'Collaborative floor' proposed Ьу Hayashi (1991). However, there 
is а slight difference Ьetween 'Transitional floor' and 'Collaborative floor'. The 
difference exists in the aims of the participants. In the 'Transitional floor', the aim is 
not to support each офеr but to try to tell their ideas to others; then the floor holder 
changes. Almost all the participants of the second gюup actually did not have any 
specific knowledge of MSSP; thus, participants who remembered the idea took the 
floor. 

The \ast floor mechanism was named 'No floor'. During the meeting of the third 
group, the meeting had а topic, but concrete and useful information was not shared 
due to the lack of participants' knowledge. Therefore, tЬis situation is re\ated with 
'No floor'. In the case of my data, I found that the purpose of the meeting, 
participants' knowledge and social status affect the floor holding practices. 
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Nowadays, many foreigners study Japanese. Therefore, 1 Ьelieve that this 
knowledge is usefu\ for Japanese language leamers. When they have а conversation 
with Japanese реор\е in Japanese, foreigners should know that there is а case of 'No 
floor' . In !)1е past research, there has always been an individual or а collective floor 
holder during а meeting. When Nakai (2006) analyzed Japanese conversatian to use 
the floor classification system developed Ьу Нayashi (1991), Nakai's data showed 
that participants always Ьо\d а floor. However, this research discovers the new type, 
'No floor' . I assume that in Japanese conversation, transitional relevance place is not 
clear sometimes, so this unique function has led to this result. 
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PSYCHOANAL YТICAL IМAGES IN А JAPANESE VIDEO GАМЕ 

Тhе paper examines the psychoanalytical aspect of the video game named 
"CAПIERINE" which was released in 2011 Ьу AТLUS. Тhе game has two types of 
world; the reaJ world and the nightmare one. Тhе research focuses on dream scenes in 
the game as 1 want to analyи how much impact the real world bas on our drearos, 
and also what kind of our mental state can Ье read &om it. Dream is the most fami\iar 
image for us. NoЬody can say they have never dreamt. 

Thµs, the game's story and the way to р\ау it are exp\ained. Then, the. 
characters' Ьehaviors are analyzed within the Freudian model of psychoanalysis. 
Also, the research considers the meanings of the characters and items that appear in 
the nightmare part. Finally, it is shown bow the "latent content" of the game can Ье 
psychoanalytically interpreted just as the unconscious is interpreted with Freudian 
theories. 

Т!Us game, CAТНERINE, is а kind of puzzle and action adventure game which 
was released in 2011 from а game maker called А ТLUS. Тhе game has two types of 
world; the real world and the nightmare one. And the main character will come and 
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